Presentation of the company

Activities, clients

We create secure homes, offices, workplaces for our residential, SME and corporate clients. Our solutions are targeted at outstanding results in protection of property, real estate and motor vehicles with participation of our Business Unit **Guarding, Protection, Security Technologies and Remote Surveillance**.

Our approach

The company name reflects our basic business policy: provide solutions. The protection requirements and problems are subject to a complex analysis in each case and we provide appropriate security solutions for our clients. We propose optimal, cost-effective and what more important, comprehensively appropriate solutions to cover the requirements of our clients.

Why are we different

We do not sell products alone! We compile our security solutions constructed to cover specifically your requirements from the whole device and services portfolio of the market. We maintain an open communication with our partner, presenting the strengths and weaknesses of the given solution, providing information about the upgrade possibilities inherent in our proposal but do not conceal even the risks of its cost cuts. Consequently our clients can make a well informed decision about the targeted level of security against a given expenditure.

Why is it worth to select us

For your money of course! Have you ever thought through what does a burglary implicate? The destruction, the dirt? The view of your disrupted furniture, of soiled underwear? Disappearance of your valuables, annihilation of your most personal objects? The lot of trouble to arrange things, the investigation, the insurance company... the annoyance, the time, the interruptions? – From a fraction of it we create for you the sense of security, the pleasant satisfaction. You will experience it when you become aware that you have made a good decision determining your future life. To live in security is such a decision.
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Activities

Guarding and protection

We possess outstanding and comprehensive experiences for every conceivable task in guarding of sites, office buildings and in receptionist services.

Security technologies

Our experts provide their routine of decades for our clients. The sphere of activity of the Business Unit comprises all areas of technical solutions from the mechanical protection to the most recent version of electronic devices.

Monitoring of objects

The monitoring tasks comprise the remote surveillance of flats, family houses, offices, warehouses, financial institutions against burglary.

Monitoring of motor vehicles

Using our services you can eliminate the losses from theft or you can optimize the operation costs of your company.
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Our subcontractors
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